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Abstract. Providing efficient access to the huge amounts of existing
medical imaging data is a highly relevant but challenging problem. In this
paper, we present an effective method for content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) of anomalies in medical imaging data, based on similarity of
local 3D texture. During learning, a texture vocabulary is obtained from
training data in an unsupervised fashion by extracting the dominant
structure of texture descriptors. It is based on a 3D extension of the
Local Binary Pattern operator (LBP), and captures texture properties
via descriptor histograms of supervoxels, or texture bags. For retrieval,
our method computes a texture histogram of a query region marked
by a physician, and searches for similar bags via diffusion distance. The
retrieval result is a ranked list of cases based on the occurrence of regions
with similar local texture structure. Experiments show that the proposed
local texture retrieval approach outperforms analogous global similarity
measures.
Keywords: Content-based medical image retrieval (CBIR), feature extraction, texture analysis, unsupervised texture learning, Local Binary
Pattern (LBP), localized features, high-resolution CT (HRCT), emphysema disease.
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Introduction

In today’s hospital routine, thousands of medical images are processed on a daily
basis. Individual radiology departments can produce hundreds of gigabytes of
high quality imaging data per day. This data is typically inspected once during
diagnosis and then remains unused in the imaging repository of the hospital.
Since this data together with the corresponding reports holds rich information,
it is desirable to access it during diagnosis of new cases. However, currently this
?
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accessibility is limited, due to the complexity and amount of visual data. In this
paper we propose a method for searching medical imaging data based on a query
region marked by a physician.
State of the Art Today’s computer-aided detection (CAD) systems typically
target one specific anatomic region. They consist of a classifier or scoring method
that is trained to respond to a specific set of pathologies in a supervised fashion,
using a priori knowledge regarding the characteristics of the disease and anatomical region. This approach does not scale well to cases that need large amounts
of rich training data, or for which a priori knowledge regarding relevant features
does not exist. In such scenarios we need methods that rely on at least partially
unsupervised learning, to cope with the vast amount of data in an efficient and
scalable manner.
Various methods have been introduced to analyze texture in digital images.
A comparison of the two traditional approaches (statistical and structural) with
the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator [18, 19] is discussed by Mäenpää et al.
[14, 15]. The work concludes that statistical approaches, such as histograms of
gray-level pixel values and gray-level co-occurrence (GLC) [10] work best with
stochastic microtextures. In contrast, structural approaches such as Textons [12,
16], wavelet transforms and Gabor filters [17] compute weighted means of pixel
values by applying filter banks etc. over a small neighborhood. They therefore
work well with macrotextures, partially eliminating fine-grained information.
The LBP operator combines both approaches. Therefore it works for stochastic
microtextures as well as deterministic macrotextures.
Recent studies on lung tissue and soft tissue analysis show promising results
[2–6, 20, 22, 23, 25]. However, the methods are based on supervised learning, and
therefore are subject to the aforementioned limitations. Recently, unsupervised
learning became a topic of interest in vision [7–9]. In contrast to supervised
learning, unsupervised learning does not depend on annotated training sets, but
learns domain specific structure from the data.
Aim In this work we apply unsupervised learning to medical image retrieval.
We learn a three-dimensional texture vocabulary that captures the imaged tissue
properties specific to an anatomical domain and the associated anomalies. We
do not use knowledge regarding the anomalies in the training cases, but instead
learn the inherent structure in the visual data.
Typically soft tissue is characterized by a set of textures instead of homogeneous texture regions. Therefore, a description by a bag of descriptors instead
of single descriptors is necessary. Our concept is analogous to the visual word
paradigm of Sivic et al. [21] that is based on the idea that objects are represented
by sets of typical patches of local appearance, called visual words. Histograms
of the occurrence of these visual words are expected to be similar for objects
within a class and distinct for objects of other classes. Our approach differs in
two aspects from [21]: (1) instead of image patches we use three-dimensional Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture descriptors to capture tissue characteristics,
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Fig. 1. Overview of the texture word learning pipeline: our descriptor Ds is a combination of a three-dimensional Local Binary Pattern (LBP) descriptor DLBP , a contrast
measure DC , and an intensity measure DI . By applying k-means clustering for each
scale s of Ds independently, we obtain generic texture words Wks .

and (2) instead of using histograms to match entire images, we search for regions
that have similar local appearance. This is necessary to cope with the variability encountered in medical imaging data, and the comparably subtle effects of
disease. Based on the similarity of the texture structure of local regions, images
are being ranked during retrieval.
The Scenario The proposed method aims to support physicians during their
diagnosis. A physician can mark a region of an image at hand and run a retrieval
query on an image repository, for example the hospital’s PACS system. Our
method will return images with regions containing similar medical structures.
This enables the physician to compare the current case to past cases and gain
knowledge by comparing the diagnosis, treatment, and progress of the disease.

2

Method

The method consists of two phases. (1) During the learning phase (section 2.1)
the algorithm computes descriptors and learns a three-dimensional texture vocabulary to capture the structure in the training data. (2) During the retrieval
phase (section 2.2), the medical doctor marks a region of interest in the query
image, the algorithm searches for similar regions in terms of texture, contrast,
and intensity in the entire data set, and ranks images in the imaging repository
accordingly.
2.1

Learning a Texture Vocabulary

This section describes how we train the texture vocabulary. Figure 1 shows the
overview of the learning pipeline. The training set consists of medical images
and a segmentation that marks the anatomical structure of interest.
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Fig. 2. Local Binary Patterns (LBP) weights: a. Two-dimensional LBP by Ojala et al.
[18, 19], b. Three-dimensional LBP used by our texture descriptor D.

Computation of Texture Features The base feature extractor is a threedimensional adaptation of the Local Binary Pattern operator (LBP) described
by Ojala et al. [18, 19]. We chose to implement an LBP-based descriptor because
of its property to respond very well to microscopic structure [14], and its computational simplicity and high performance. Furthermore, it is invariant to the
gray-scale range, which makes it applicable for both, CT-, and MR imaging [11].
The original LBP operator computes the local structure at a given pixel i by
comparing the values of its eight neighborhood pixels with the value of i, applying
weights (figure 2a), and summing up the values. This computation yields a value
from 0 to 255 for each pixel that describes the neighborhood-relative gray-scale
structure. Various extensions of the original operator have been published in
recent years4 , however, none of them addresses our focus.
A Three-dimensional, Multi-scale LBP Descriptor As the local contrast
is an important property in the medical domain, our method is based on LBP/C
[19], which combines the base LBP operator DLBP , with a local contrast measure
DC . In some medical imaging modalities, such as CT, intensities of local regions
are an important decision instrument for physicians. Since the LBP operator
is by definition gray-scale invariant, we furthermore supplement a local average
intensity measure DI of the 3x3x3 LBP cube to the feature vector if absolute
intensity is relevant. We denote our LBP3d/CI descriptor D, defined as:
D = [ DLBP 3d , cc DC , ci DI ]

(1)

In total the descriptor D has 28 dimensions: 26 LBP bits, one contrast dimension, and one intensity dimension. The factors cc and ci determine the impact of
the two measures, contrast and intensity. In practice, all descriptors are scaled
to the range [0, 1], cc and ci are chosen according to the imaging modality.
Note that extending the LBP operator from 2D to 3D increases the dimensionality of the feature space substantially. In 2D the 3x3 pixel grid results in a
descriptor of 8 bit size (32 -1) (figure 2a), whereas in 3D the 3x3x3 pixel grid results in a descriptor of 26 bit size (33 -1) (figure 2b). The increased dimensionality
causes a large increase of possible texture units, from 256 to 67.1*106 .
4
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Fig. 3. Three example 3D texture words W49
, W70
, and W76
trained in an unsupervised manner on lung tissue on scale 3. The slices of the cube from top to bottom are
depicted from left to right. Next to the cube are the measures for contrast (DC ) and
intensity (DI ). Below each texture words are three examples of lung tissue belonging
to this word. Note the similar structure of the example-tissues for each texture word.

Learning a Vocabulary of Local Patterns: Texture Words To obtain
structure from the data and quantize this enormous feature space, we perform
clustering on the feature descriptors D of a large set of voxels randomly sampled
from the anatomical structure across the training set. After computing k-means,
the centroids define the texture vocabulary for a specific anatomical region. We
refer to the k clusters that formulate the texture vocabulary as texture words Wk .
Note, that the centroid’s coefficients that correspond to the binary LBP features
are now in the interval [0, 1]. We compute Euclidean distance as the metric for
k-means clustering, as each bit of the LBP code represents one dimension with
a binary value of either 0 or 1 and contrast and intensity are also in Euclidean
space.
In the medical domain, the scale in which a texture appears is of high relevance. The importance of scale can be seen in the approach of André et al.
[1]. To be able to perceive the granularity of texture, the method incorporates a
multi-resolution approach by computing the descriptor Ds on various scales of
the volumes. By performing clustering on the descriptors of each scale s independently, the learned vocabulary Wks is specific for each scale.
Analogous to Textons [12, 16], we represent each voxel with its closest texture
word Wks , i.e., with the index of the closest cluster center. Figure 3 shows three
examples of cluster centers, or texture words.
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Interpretation of Texture Words Three texture words resulting from clustering the descriptors D, together with corresponding instances in the data are
illustrated in figure 3. To evaluate the texture words, random examples of tissue
patches have been visually inspected and compared. Note that the three examples describe very different characteristic local texture volumes of lung tissue a result of D being a combination of DLBP 3d , DC , and DI . The center voxel of
the cube is gray, surrounded by darker or lighter voxels describing the relative
3
3
structure to the center. W49
represents a strong vertical edge, whereas W70
rep3
resents a diagonal edge, and W76 represents a horizontal structure on the top of
the cube and a diagonal structure at the bottom. The low value of c furthermore
describes only little, but strong structures.
Properties of Texture Words and the Concept of Texture Bags We
describe a region R by the histogram h(R) of texture words Wk it contains.
This is analogous to the bag of visual word paradigm of Sivic et al. [21]. We call
this k-bin histogram h(R) a texture bag. Similar to [21] describing local patches,
our histogram describes a region in terms of its textural structure. We normalize
the texture histogram to make comparison possible without considering the size
of a region.
A Distance between Texture Bags Comparing texture histograms is not
trivial since similarity among texture words can make bin to bin comparison
ambiguous. To take the similarity of texture words into account, when computing the distance between texture bags, we use the diffusion distance algorithm
described by Ling et al. [13]. It takes the relationship among words into account
in form of a weight matrix. Based on our definition of texture words, we can compute cross-word weights cij as the dimension-wise distance between two words
W:
q
(2)
cij = Wi 2 − Wj 2 ,
and create the matrix C = [cij ] by computing this distance for all word
pairs. Diffusion distance has the added benefit of increasing the robustness of
the method with regard to the choice of k during clustering.
The distance between two texture bags Ri and Rj is computed by
dij = d( h(Ri ), h(Rj ) )

2.2

(3)

Retrieval

For the scenario described in the introduction, the retrieval query consists of a
medical image IQ and a marked query region RQ . Our method aims to retrieve
images with regions most similar to RQ . To compare the texture of areas, the
corresponding texture bags are compared by the diffusion distance. Figure 4
shows an overview of the retrieval pipeline.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the 3D-LBP/CI retrieval pipeline. Top left: the retrieval scenario,
a physician marks a region in an image. Lower left: precomputation of the image set.
Right side: comparison by diffusion distance [13] and ranking by the number of most
similar regions

Precomputation of the Images in the Imaging Repository For the
purpose of grouping similar areas and reducing the complexity of the threedimensional image, we perform a precomputing step for each image Ij of the
repository. This precomputing step fragments each image into several texture
bags. We chose to use a supervoxel algorithm for this purpose and apply the
method of Wildenauer et al. [24]. The result for a lung volume Ij is a threedimensional oversegmentation Rjs for the image j and the supervoxel index s,
shown in figure 5. For each region Rjs , we precompute a texture bag, a histogram
h(Rjs ) of occurring texture words Wk .

Fig. 5. Supervoxel algorithm applied on lung volumes. This figure depicts the oversegmented regions Rjs in 2D on the left, and in 3D on the right.
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Fig. 6. Retrieval ranking result of two distinct emphysemas with different tissue patterns (top: centrilobular emphysema, bottom: panlobular emphysema). The region
highlighted in red on the left side shows the query region RQ marked during search by
a physician. On the right side, the green regions depict the four most similar regions
Rjs retrieved by our method.

Computing Similarities to the Retrieval Query To compare the marked
regions RQ of the query image IQ to all regions Rjs , a normalized texture word
histogram h(RQ ) is computed. The distance between the histogram of the query
region RQ and the regions Rjs is computed by the diffusion distance.
djs = d( h(RQ ), h(Rjs ) )
2.3

(4)

Ranking of the Image Set

The final step of the retrieval pipeline computes a ranking of all images Ij based
on the number of ”close” regions Rjs to the query region RQ . For this ranking,
the number of regions RI,s are considered that are amongst the most similar
regions Rjs to RQ , in terms of diffusion distance. The threshold t of regions taken
into account is dependent on the average region size Rjs , therefore dependent
on the number of superpixels s per image Ij .
Figure 6 shows the result of two retrieval queries. The first example is a
query to retrieve patterns that are typical for centrilobular emphysema: round
black spots, with typically less tissue structure than healthy lung tissue. The
second example query retrieves patterns that are characteristic for panlobular
emphysema: large areas with very little tissue lung structure. The results on the
right side show regions with small distance to the query region RQ , i.e., regions
where the texture histograms h(RQ ) and h(Rjs ) are similar.
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3

Data

The evaluation data contains 21 HRCT image series with a slice thickness of 3mm
and an in-plane pixel spacing of 0.74mm. The cases of this study consist of 10
cases of lungs diagnosed as healthy and cases with two types of lung pathologies:
emphysema (6 cases), lung metastasis (4 cases), and both (1 case). The diagnosis
of each case was confirmed by two experienced radiologists of the contributing
hospital.
In this paper we focus on the retrieval of lungs suffering emphysema. To
simulate the retrieval scenario, a radiologist marked a query region in the query
case. Query cases were emphysema cases. The system retrieves most similar
regions in the remaining data set and ranks them accordingly to the distance
(Eq. 4).
As a basis for our tests, the contributing radiologists manually marked query
regions in each lung where they detected patterns of emphysema. These marked
regions typically are small patches on three to five slices for each image series
(see left images of figure 6).
The segmentation of the lungs are performed semi-automatically, by a threshold algorithm, applying simple morphologic functions, and a manual validation
and correction step. Lung segmentation is not in the scope of this paper. Instead
we focus on the characterization of anomalies within the anatomical structure.

4
4.1

Experiments
Set-up and Evaluation

To achieve clinically applicable performance, the code for the three-dimensional,
LBP-based descriptor D is implemented in C++. Therefore, the processing time
for a volume of 512x512x150 voxels is less than one second on a quad core
computer.
During our pilot experiments that are based on the lung anomaly retrieval
scenario, we chose fixed parameters for all runs. We chose the number of clusters
k = 300. Note that the diffusion distance results in some degree of robustness
regarding increasing k. Our tests show that the performance of our method is to
some extent dependent on the precomputed oversegmentation of the volumes.
Therefore, the supervoxel algorithm is of importance: (1) where it computes the
borders between regions, and (2) the number of supervoxels s per volume, which
should be chosen dependent on the granularity of the anomaly to be retrieved.
After initial experiments, we fixed s = 5000 for all cases. For the descriptor D
we chose the weights cc and ci to be 10, and use scale 1 to 4 for the similarity
calculation of regions. Furthermore, we set the ranking threshold to 800.
We performed a 7-fold cross validation to evaluate the retrieval performance
of the algorithm. In each run, a query region RQ ⊂ IQ was marked in one of the
emphysema cases, and retrieval was performed on all other cases Ij , j 6= Q. We
validate the ranking by evaluating the ratio of cases with corresponding anomaly
(emphysema) among the top ranked retrieved cases.
To validate the concept of texture bag ranking based on a local query region,
the recognition rate of our method (table 2) was compared to a retrieval run
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Fig. 7. Comparison of retrieval results: (yellow) ratio of randomly picked image series
is 30%. Our method (blue) that is based on unsupervised learning outperforms full
volume histogram retrieval (green).

based on the distance of texture word histograms of the entire query image h(IQ )
to texture word histograms of entire lung volumes of the data set h(Ij ), j 6= Q.
4.2

Results

Table 1 shows anomaly retrieval results for global image similarity, table 2
demonstrates the retrieval results by the proposed method. The ratio of correctly top ranked cases (i.e., cases with the correct query anomaly) for randomly
picked image series is 30%. The full volume histogram retrieval’s performance is
in the range of 24%-29%. The likely reason is that the anomaly regions that are
relevant for retrieval often cover only a fraction of the overall volume. Therefore,
Table 1. Full image ranking: the result of seven runs (r1 to r7): the table shows the
number of correctly retrieved anomalies by full volume histogram retrieval of the top
3, 5, and 7 image series.
ranking
top 3
top 5
top 7

r1
1
2
2

r2
0
0
1

r3
0
1
1

r4
1
2
3

r5
1
2
2

r6
1
2
3

r7
1
1
1

average
24%
29%
27%

Table 2. Texture bag ranking: the result of seven runs (r1 to r7): the table shows the
number of correctly retrieved anomalies by our retrieval method of the top 3, 5, and 7
image series.
ranking
top 3
top 5
top 7

r1
2
2
2

r2
2
3
3

r3
2
4
4

r4
2
3
4

r5
2
2
3

r6
1
2
3

r7
3
3
3

average
67%
54%
45%
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the most frequent tissue types are typically not anomalies, and thus not helpful
during retrieval. The average recognition rate of correctly retrieved anomalies
of all runs for the proposed method is 67% for the top rated three, 54% for the
top rated five, and 45% for the top rated seven image series. This shows that
the retrieval performance of our method outperforms retrieval by chance and
full volume histogram retrieval significantly. Figure 7 plots the percentage of
correctly retrieved anomalies against the number of image series returned.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we present a fast method for content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
based on unsupervised learning of a vocabulary of local texture. We describe
the concept of texture bags, an efficient way to compare regions based on their
texture content. The algorithm is suitable for anomaly retrieval in large image
repositories, such as PACS systems. On an initial data set, our experiments indicate that the proposed retrieval method outperforms global similarity measures
if the aim is to retrieve cases with the same anomaly. Future work will focus
on the evaluation on data sets with clinically realistic size and a wide variety of
anomalies.
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